
Mothers can make a difference when they collaborate to help
their children.
 

Coalition of Mothers Against Censorship is back in action. After the Summer 2020 unrest and

the a majority of those who suffered were mothers. Their sons and daughters were out

protesting different causes, and mothers were at home, waiting, dreading the moment their

children come home and require medical care. Because of the pandemic, heading to

emergency rooms for minor issues didn't sound smart, you could get Covid in worst case just

by going in the room, which is why most times, mothers will rather take care of their kids at

home, covering their cuts and cracks with love with lots of sanitizers, and bandaids of course. 

 

 

Even months later, CoMAC comes out trying to convince the government this isn't true. Did

you watch those protest videos, or are they just me? Have you noticed something? It's easy

to see how police treated peaceful protesters. They would spray them with water, then run

through the crowd. You can watch these videos on Youtube Twitter, Facebook as well as

Youtube. You can also download videos from Youtube. The internet doesn't have the right to

preserve evidence of improper conduct. When someone says they've seen the videois on

YouTube, it can be deleted. It will be erased from the accounts of eyewitnesses and firsthand

accounts. 

 

Did you know that the police could play popular music while being recorded to activate

copyright mechanisms when the video is posted on Youtube and other websites which

respect digital rights. Another tactic is to conceal evidence. In the long run, practices of

ignoring truthful sources and ignoring them are another reason to sweep it under the rug.

Youtube and twitter-hosted videos can be removed because of false copyright claims.

CoMAC sometimes needs to monitor uploaders of videos to ensure that evidence is

available. Moms join forces to provide emotional support, and provide their support to their

extended families across the country. We need to rise up and put aside evidence that



demonstrates the brutality of government workers towards otherwise peaceful protesters. 

 

Mothers are the ones who are at the forefront of the news simply because they love their

children, who bring home all the smoke of the frontlines. This isn't how our children are

taught to live in safety. We must be in control of our surroundings. Only by taking personal

responsibility and better oversight by the government can we prosper as a nation, and

overcome our problems with grace , while holding on to just intentions.

http://youtubedownloader.sh Locate your local CoMAC branch and get those seats filled,

because the commentary tour is coming to your town. We hope to see you there. 

http://youtubedownloader.sh

